
Jetpak Group AB signs a five-year
agreement with Widerøe Flyveselskap
The two Scandinavian companies announce that they have signed a new five-year capacity agreement,
covering Widerøe’s Nordic and European network.

Both companies are leading within airfreight logistics and have been working together for several years.

Kenneth Marx, CEO of Jetpak Group, comments on the agreement:
“- The new agreement is important for both companies, as it confirms our many years of strategic
partnership with one of our most important partners. It will secure our position and continued
development in the airfreight express market, based on an asset light business model and controllable
cost”.  

Thomas Lone, Cargo Manager Widerøe continues:
“-We will be looking forward to our continued long-term cooperation with Jetpak, which has been an
important logistic partner for many years. 
Together with Jetpak we will strengthen the airfreight network in Norway”.

For more information about the two companies, please see www.jetpak.com and www.wideroe.no  

For more information about this release, please contact: 
Kenneth Marx, CEO Jetpak 
Tel: +46 (0) 73 368 54 00 
E-mail: kenneth.marx@jetpak.com 

About Jetpak
Jetpak is the simplest and fastest option for prioritized door-to-door deliveries. 
Jetpak offer solutions for both spontaneous transport needs and customized logistics. 
Jetpak is represented in more than 170 locations around the Nordic region and in Europe. 
Jetpak has a unique and flexible customer offering based on the availability of normally approximately
4,000 departures daily and an extensive distribution network with approximately 950 courier vehicles.
This enables Jetpak to offer the market to deliver the fastest and most comprehensive same-day
service. This can be further supplemented with a unique tailor-made next-day service for system-based
transports. 
Jetpak Top Holding’s shares are traded on Nasdaq First North Premier Growth Market under the short
name JETPAK. 
More information about Jetpak is available on: https://jetpakgroup.com
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